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1 INTRODUCTION 

Basin modeling aims at reconstructing the evolution of a basin and petroleum systems through time 
in order to make quantitative predictions on pressure generation and hydrocarbon accumulations. It 
takes into account porous medium deformation, heat transfer, hydrocarbon generation and fluids 
migration through geological times. 

When it comes to assess tectonically complex basins featuring listric, reverse, strike slip faults, thrust 
folds and/or salt movements, conventional basin models are not sufficient. The vertical shear 
backstripping method, commonly used for basin reconstruction through time, reaches its limits and 
does not allow to properly model the basin deformation history. These basins require a step by step 
structural restoration through time. 

It becomes a real challenge to the petroleum exploration industry as two disciplines, structural 
geology and petroleum system assessment, have to work together whereas they do not have the 
same constraints. 

 

Example of a challenging 2D section to model 

There are already various 2D restoration tools on the market and the solutions proposed by some of 
the other actors in the industry rely on these tools. They take paleo-sections coming from restoration 
packages as an input for their 2D basin modeling simulator. 

At early stages of our thoughts, we planned on leaving the 2D structural restoration part to 
established third party software solutions as well. We get their outputs, a collection of geometries 
through time, and populate them in facies and source rock properties in our basin modeling package 
TemisFlow for simulation with our new generation calculator ArcTem.  

However, this solution appears impossible to us today as we could not align the technical constraints 
and the deliverables of both TemisFlow and these restoration tools. At Beicip-Franlab and IFPen, we 
indeed believe that the mesh of the paleo-sections to be used for basin modeling is a key constraint 
and must be continuously deformed through time to preserve material balance. But most of the 
restoration software packages do not carry any mesh information and if they do, the mesh is not 
consistent through time and is very often rebuilt between time steps.  

This critical point finally convinced us to develop our own 2D restoration module, fully integrated 
into our basin modeling software package TemisFlow, in order to provide a solution gathering 
structural geology and basin modeling into one single consistent workflow.  

We would like to carry out this software development through a consortium and this document aims 
at presenting our project. It describes the current approach of Beicip-Franlab and IFPen for basin 
modeling in compressive environments, the challenges and what needs to be done to reach our goal: 
be able to perform 2D basin modeling studies in compressive environments without penalizing 
compromises neither on the structural deformation of the basin nor on the quality of the petroleum 
system modeling. We address the technical content of the future software product, Kronos, as well 
as the project deliverables and time line. 
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2 COMPLEX GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTS: WHAT ARE 
THE CHALLENGES 

2.1 Describing properly geometries through time 

The first challenge to be tackled is the geometry of the model, at present day and through time. 

First we need to take into account all kind of faults explicitly in the mesh. It means that we need 
to go beyond vertical pillars and that hexahedrons are no longer sufficient to represent properly 
geometries. Other types of cells must be introduced such as pyramids and tetrahedrons, which 
naturally leads to build an unstructured mesh. 

 

New cell types are required to properly model fault contacts 

Intimately linked to the above point is the need to move from a vertical backstripping 
restoration to a step by step real structural restoration accounting for lateral displacements 
induced by faulting and folding.  

There raises the third and biggest difficulty: following the deformation through time. 

Indeed, once successive geometries have been collected from the restoration software, it would 
be inappropriate to mesh all time steps independently from each other and use an Eulerian 
approach. It is not acceptable as first, computation time increases a lot with the simulation 
outputs projection on a fixed grid at each time step and second and most important, it induces 
too many errors in the results.  

The solution to be consistent and adapted to basin modeling constraints is to use a Lagrangian 
mesh, where a cell is literally attached to the rock and always represents the same mass of 
material. The mesh thus necessarily follows the deformation between two time steps of the 
structural restoration and is deformed through time.  

 

Mesh following the deformation between two time steps 

This type of mesh optimizes the number of cells and is perfectly suited for basin modeling where 
transient phenomena are simulated. 

2.2 Describing properly faults behavior through time 

Once faults geometry has been accounted for, the second challenge is to properly model their 
properties and their evolution at basin scale. 

A fault is made of several elements characterized by different fracture densities having an 
impact on fluid flow. A fault has a thickness and its petro-physical properties (porosity, capillary 
pressure and permeability) depend on host sediments, each type of structure, burial and fault 
activity over time.  

A fault may thus have no impact or act as a conduit or as a barrier to fluids flow throughout the 
basin history. 
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Core and damage zones fracture densities, Micarelli et al., 2003 

All of these parameters must be scaled and included in a new type of basin simulator able to 
model fluids flow along and across fault planes. 

2.3 Ergonomics & Interactivity 

Finally, the need to restore along tens of time steps imposes a new step-change in terms of 
user-friendliness and productivity.  

Indeed, the workflows in traditional section balancing tools are not appropriate as defining 
boundaries and targets at each time step, restoring blocks independently from each other 
would be too tedious in our case. Structural geologists often restore few paleo-sections when in 
a logic of balancing sections while basin modeling requires dozens of time steps to be accurate. 

And as basin modeling is a discipline involving a lot of uncertainties, the tedious calibration 
process must be facilitated by the ability to test rapidly multiple scenarios while tracking all 
modifications for repeatability purposes. For instance, the tool must offer the opportunity to 
replay easily the basin history scenario after minor modifications such as layers refinement or 
eroded thicknesses modifications. 

Therefore the third challenge consists in finding the perfect balance between structurally 
acceptable kinematics and ease of use/productivity. 

3 WHAT BEICIP HAS DONE SO FAR 

It all started in 2007 when Beicip-Franlab bet that compressive environments were to become the 
next big challenge in the basin modeling industry. 

3.1 ArcTem Simulator 

At that time, IFPen engaged into the development of a new generation fluid flow simulator with 
very innovative specifications: ArcTem. 

ArcTem is developed on the innovative ‘Arcane’ platform, co-developed by IFPen and the French 
Atomic Energy Agency (CEA). Arcane, under development since 2000, was initially conceived 
under France’s ‘Simulation’ program that set out to replace nuclear weapons testing with 
numerical modeling.  

Arcane is a high performance computing platform that promises to free high performance 
computing (HPC) developers of the burden of low-level parallelism, memory management, I/O 
and 3D unstructured mesh management.  
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3.1.1 ArcTem & Meshes 

ArcTem has been made to take advantage of an accurate description of structural 
evolution through time.  

It is able to run in an unstructured Lagrangian mesh, continuously deformed through 
time, which is essential for describing properly complex geometries, respecting 
heterogeneities and simulating transient phenomena. 

ArcTem accounts for sedimentation, erosion and kinematic displacements. 

3.1.2 ArcTem & Faults 

ArcTem handles faults as internal boundaries, there is no multi-block design. Faults act 
only as a juxtaposition interface and overburden, temperature and heat flows are thus 
continuous across fault planes. 

The fault zone is implicitly and automatically meshed with a co-refining of adjacent 
meshes. This innovative modeling of the core and damage zones allows simulating fluid 
flow across and along fault planes thanks to several control parameters: the damage and 
core zone thicknesses, permeability multipliers (or absolute permeability) between host 
sediments and the damage zone and between the damage and core zones, as well as 
capillary pressure multipliers (or absolute capillary pressure) between host sediments 
and the damage zone for hydrocarbons. 

 

  Fault model implemented in ArcTem calculator, with a co-refining of adjacent meshes 

ArcTem is today ready for temperature, pressure, expulsion and non-compositional 
Darcy flow migration simulations in all dimensions. 

Our next step is to implement compositional schemes. 

3.2 3D Workflow: Link to Kine3D-3 from Paradigm 

For 3D basin modeling in highly faulted environments, TemisFlow 2012.1 (released in May 2012) 
features a link to Kine3D-3 from Paradigm. 

 Kine3D-3 is a 3D structural restoration tool using geological, lithological and geomechanical 
parameters to restore models through time. A real advantage of Kine3D-3 is that the gridding is 
kept and sequentially deformed through time, preserving thus the material balance of the 
model. 

This workflow allows accounting for faults in a basin model as it has never been done before. 
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It allows petroleum systems analysts testing various hypotheses for modeling the impact faults 
may have on pressure regime or hydrocarbons migration. This workflow is currently used by 
Beicip-Franlab Consultancy group on several client projects, providing technical sound added 
value. 

 

 

Examples of results obtained by coupling Kine3D-3 and TemisFlow: (1) water flow across fault planes 
where faults permeability keeps a layered structured linked to host sediments properties and (2) 

hydrocarbon trapping along fault planes acting as barriers to the flow. 

This innovative 3D workflow still has to be improved as the complexity of the grids restored by 
Kine3D-3 is limited for the moment (no Y faults for instance). Some works are ongoing at the 
moment at Paradigm to lift these limitations in Kine3D-3. 

3.3 2D Workflow: New 2D Gridding Tool 

For 2D modeling, Beicip-Franlab and IFPen have developed a 2D gridding tool in order to 
compute a mesh according to an imposed deformation. 

This tool will be integrated into TemisFlow 2015, to be released in January 2015.  

The overall workflow relies on a third-party restoration solution in which the structural 
restoration has to be done. Consistent module contours through time are then exported and 
imported into TemisFlow. They are gridded through time using our new gridding tool and then 
turned into a TemisFlow model for basin modeling. 

 

 Example of results obtained with our 2D prototype workflow relying on third party software, 
overpressure distribution assuming (1) closed faults and (2) open faults. 
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This workflow is however not able to cover all kind of configurations. The handling and modeling 
over time of erosions remains tedious and material balance is not guaranteed in case of severe 
compressional deformation due to a remeshing of the section during the restoration. These 
limitations are inherited from the design and scope of work of the third-party restoration 
software which purpose is to balance sections and not to track continuously the deformation 
through time.  

4 WHERE DO WE STAND 

Today, the ArcTem simulator we have developed for basin modeling in complex environments is 
unmatched on the market. It is the result of years of R&D, validated on several client projects; 
enhancements to further improve the modeling of faults behavior through time, including SGR data 
for instance, are already scheduled. 

However, a gap still remains between structural restoration and basin modeling in order to build a 
consistent and acceptable workflow from A to Z.  

Beicip-Franlab and IFPen already have experience in the area of structural geology and restoration 
packages developed in the 90s (Locace, Thruspack and Ceres software) and most of the technical 
challenges of this project have been lifted during our initial 360 and feasibility study. 

We are now engaged since June 2014 into the industrialization phase of this technology with the 
purpose to put it up on the market as a new product in our OpenFlow suite of software. It will 
initially be dedicated to basin modeling but carries the potential to become a new standard in 
structural geology thanks to its embedded technology in kinematics and user productivity. The name 
of the project is Kronos which stands for Kinematic Restoration Of Non Ordinary Sections. 

5 WHY A CONSORTIUM 

We believe that such a consortium is the best way to accompany the development and release of this 
new product as Beicip-Franlab did successfully over the last 10 years (First, Fraca++, Temis++ 
projects). 

It is the insurance that its design and functionalities will fit our end-users’ needs and more generally 
the market needs. It is indeed a unique opportunity for members to share their real-world 
experiences in complex structural settings, to provide their own functional requirements or describe 
their in-house workflow to produce 2D kinematic scenarios. This will help us make better technical 
choices during the development of the software. 

This consortium defines a confidential framework to get hands on real datasets against which the 
technology will be tested and validated in the course of its development, which will ensure that the 
first release is immediately fit-for-purpose. 

Consortium members will also actively participate and validate the implemented concepts and 
technologies through testing sessions along the project, providing thus a precious feedback on the 
tool technical capabilities, performances and ergonomics from a user point of view. 

Members will notably be given a privileged access to a prototype that will not only help accelerate 
the validation but will give them the opportunity to exclusively apply this technology on their own 
assets. The privileged access is extended beyond the duration of the project by offering discounted 
price of the final commercial product and an extended prime regards in its future developments. 
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6 TENTATIVE CONTENT  

As said before, the objective of this new project is to bridge the gap between structural restoration 
and basin modeling by developing a 2D structural restoration tool fully integrated into our basin 
modeling software solution TemisFlow. The chapters below describe some key points of the tool we 
have in mind. 

6.1 A kinematic & interactive tool 

The most challenging part of the projects corresponds to the kinematics. While offering 
innovative and reliable kinematics, our focus is also on the ease of use. 

Our new tool will necessarily offer the 
possibility to design various scenarios, 
performing backward and forward 
deformations as well as redrawing when 
necessary. 

Ergonomics will be inspired from drawing 
software solutions in order to ease the job 
and make it intuitive with a very large 
working area and a minimum of windows. 

Mandatory steps will be automatized at 
best along the work such as the topology 
definition and contacts preservation. 

At last, material balance will be tracked 
over time to ensure consistent basin 
modeling simulation results. 

 

 

 
  Restoration Scenario 

6.2 A robust & handy deformation engine 

Several types of deformation engine already exist in the industry: geometrical calculators, 
geomechanical calculators and deformable models. All of them have advantages and constrains 
in terms of accuracy, degree of interaction with the user and computation time. 

Geometrical calculators require a lot of information from the user while geomechanical 
calculators using finite elements methods are very costly, especially those which solve the full 
mechanical problem such as Aster. Deformable models are very easy and intuitive to use but are 
on the other hand very simplified. 

We want a deformation engine able to perform flexural slip, simple shear and free deformation 
types for handling any kind of configuration. 

Our preliminary analysis of the existing engines (stability, reversibility, anisotropy, contact 
management and openness) lead us to go for a Fast FEM (Finite Element Method) deformation 
engine, kind of a mix between a full FEM and a deformable model, as it appears promising in 
terms of time vs. results quality results. 

We are also considering other types of deformation engines such as the beam method from 
Abaqus should some challenged appear with the Fast FEM engine. 
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6.3 An integration with TemisFlow & ArcTem simulator 

As part of the same OpenFlow platform, TemisFlow will give access to all necessary tools to 
manage lithologies, kerogens and fluids information, to define faults behavior through time and 
eventually launch temperature, pressure, non-compositional and compositional expulsion and 
non-compositional full Darcy migration simulations.  

All basic and advanced post-processing functionalities will also be available through TemisFlow 
and OpenFlow capabilities, such as well log extractions, cells history, properties cross plots and 
statistics, zones of interest and associated reporting. 

Finally, we believe that restoration and simulator cannot be at both extremities of the workflow. 
Thermal calibration may require a modification in the restoration hypotheses and it would be 
very annoying to start back from scratch. That is why this integration is a real benefit, with for 
instance the possibility to launch 1D calibration runs at well location directly in the restoration 
tool to check made choices such as erosion hypotheses. 

7 TENTATIVE TIME LINE & DELIVERABLES 

This consortium is a three-year project started in the fourth quarter of 2014. 

The progress of the consortium along with its roadmap will be addressed through bi-annual steering 
committee meetings minimum. 

 

7.1 Q4 2014: Project Kick Off  

Start of the developments. 

7.2 Q2 2015: First Sponsors Meeting  

To be held in Beicip-Franlab headquarters in Rueil-Malmaison, France. The goal is to review and 
validate the roadmap, share with the members the detailed technical content, exchange and 
better understand the market needs in this domain and get an overview of first developments. 

7.3 Q4 2015: Internal prototype 

The objective of this first prototype is to test and validate the technical capabilities and 
especially the kinematic aspects of the designed product (deformation engine solution and 
ergonomics) on sponsors’ datasets. This prototype will not be delivered to members. 
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7.4 Q3 2016: Delivery of the sponsors-only complete prototype  

The objective is to provide sponsors with a complete prototype internally validated by Beicip-
Franlab and IFPen so that they can test by themselves the product on other case studies and 
provide their feedback. This prototype will be able to perform the overall workflow, from data 
import to basin modeling simulation with TemisFlow. 

7.5 Q2 2017: Delivery of the 1st industrial version 

The objective is to industrialize the prototype and take into account sponsors feedback. This 
version may still have some limitations that will be addressed in the next version. These 
restrictions will be defined at the light of the experience gained through prototype testing. 

7.6 Q2 2018: Delivery of the 1st commercial version 

This version will aim at improving the existing based on sponsors and the overall industry 
feedback. 

Technical content will be tailored to make improvements to the 2017 version, to fit the needs of 
the sponsors and to add edition functionalities to better build the present day section. Special 
focus will be brought to the ease of use. 

 

8 HOW TO REGISTER INTEREST 

If your company is interested in joining this consortium, please let us know by contacting your 
account manager or by sending an email to software@beicip.com. We will get back to you shortly 
with additional details on participation conditions and budget. 

mailto:software@beicip.com
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